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Mr. William followed in declamaed by the Senate lat Friday evening:
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The selection was line, and Intermission of ten minutes. Randall's appearance... of the music, being compelled to respond in two extra numbers.

The remaining numbers, one each... a series of applause, being compelled to respond in two extra numbers.

Mr. Bailey, the leader of the Glee Club, sang a charing selection, "For Those Alone." Mr. Bailey did even bet- ter this bass solo than on any former appearance. Mr. Seifrit, in "My Honolulu Lady," made a striking figure, and acquitted himself well, calling forth round after round of applause, being compelled to respond in two extra numbers.

The Club was greeted with repeat- ed encores, which showed the appreci- ation their efforts merit. These, after every number, added to the length of the program. The whole went numbers, often too long for the pleas- ure of the audience, a fault of the program that should be eliminated.

Irvign.

The selection of the next President of the State University is proving an interesting subject. In certain quarters there is a feeling that an "Irish educator" should be chosen. It is worthy of remark that of these named, "Irish men," only one, President Segerly, of the State Normal, deserves the term. All the others come from the east originally.

"Eve since the death of Dr. Schaf- fer curues the vacancy," said Dr. Brandwein, according to Bonn Register, "my name has been committed to the Presidency of the State University. This has been re- cently without my consent. I have at no time been a candidate. I enjoy my present position at Amsom most thoronghly. What action I should take if offered this place, I cannot tell. I do believe, however, that the next President of the University and the kind and quality requ- ired for the University within the State of Iowa. The western education is different from that in the east. This western spirit is necessary to success." President Brandsword argued further that there was an abundance of presiden- dials, and that the kind and quality requ- ired for the University within the State of Iowa. The western education is different from that in the east. This western spirit is necessary to success."

Randym Law Senators.

The following program was render- ed by the Senate last Friday evening: 

Solos: Sen. Smith Vocal Solo: Sen. Watters Debates: "Be it enacted by the Ham- mond Law Senate that the United States should abide by the terms of the Monroe Doctrine." Approved by Senators C. Hanley and Hensell.

 Denied by Senators Bostin and Waveres.


The program as a whole was good, and showed care and preparation. The musical numbers were well received, and were both encores.

Sen. Harrington's speech was interes- ting, and the subject, "The Next Session of Congress," was ably discussed.

Sen. C. Waveres's declamation merited the approval of all who received his address. Sen. Johnson maintained his reputation as an extemporaneous speaker, and showed the same amount of sagacity to which that has been accomplished by Americans in the past few months. This was the case with all the speakers. The program closed with two spiritu- al numbers by a small orchestra.

The debate was decided for the nega- tive.
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"SOCIALISM."

THE SUBJECT OF DR. SHANKUDIN'S LECTURE.

Sunday evening Dr. Shambadha ad- dressed a large and appreciative audi- ence at the Unitarian church on the subject "Socialism." He introduced his lecture by stating that he expect- ed to treat of the subject from the theo- retical and not the practical point of view; and that those who came ex- pecting to hear the subject ridiculed, would be disappointed, as he expected to show that there was a great deal of socialism existing in our present form of society and government.

He, for purposes of clearness, divided the subject into three parts: viz. Philosophical, Economic and Practical.

In the discussion he went back to the primitives, and showed that what socialism was founded upon, and why it existed in all the stages of evolution, from the family to our present form of government.

Pure socialism is needed and must exist, or society and government would fall, but in it, however, the economical phase of common ownership or the governmental phase of authority, that it becomes dangerous, and as enemy to society and govern- ment.
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Sunday evening Dr. Shambadha ad- dressed a large and appreciative audi- ence at the Unitarian church on the subject "Socialism." He introduced his lecture by stating that he expect- ed to treat of the subject from the theo- retical and not the practical point of view; and that those who came ex- pecting to hear the subject ridiculed, would be disappointed, as he expected to show that there was a great deal of socialism existing in our present form of society and government.

He, for purposes of clearness, divided the subject into three parts: viz. Philosophical, Economic and Practical.

In the discussion he went back to the primitives, and showed that what socialism was founded upon, and why it existed in all the stages of evolution, from the family to our present form of government.

Pure socialism is needed and must exist, or society and government would fall, but in it, however, the economical phase of common ownership or the governmental phase of authority, that it becomes dangerous, and as enemy to society and govern- ment.

Irvign.

A large audience heard a good pro- gram at Irvign hall Friday evening. The solo by Professor Adorno was bitterly encored. Mr. Lauretta, in a speech on "Our New Possessions," arguing from past prejudices, outlined a course of ac- tion to be followed by his treatment. Mr. Williams followed in declama- tion, if which called forth the applause of the audience.

In the debate on the relative worth of the American committee as com- pared with the English Parliament, Mr. Simonton and A. R. Deaky spoke for the latter. Owing to the absence of Mr. W. L. Springer, Mr. Freyberg was allowed fifteen minutes in which to present the sentiment for the American sys- tem. The speeches were all good, one to the point, the other by Mr. Barry, showing very careful prepara- tion. Mr. Kinglind closed for the English system.

A very spirited declamation, "How we Liedk the Teacher," was then de- livered by Mr. McCormay. Mr. Williams followed upon for an expungers speech, spoke rather humorously of his own "known ability as a public speaker."

A welcome surprise was in store for the audience. Mrs. F. Bailey, an old pupil, who is in the visiting, was present. Cries of "Frail ly," "Frail ly," rang through the house, Joe "responded by tell- ing a few humorous stories, and closed with a final appeal, referring to that which has been accomplished by Americans in the past few months. This was the case with all the speakers. The program closed with two spiritu- al numbers by a small orchestra.

The debate was decided for the nega- tive.
We take pleasure in announcing the election of Miss Edith Cushing to the position of Associate Editor on the Vidette-Reporter Board, and of Miss Nina Talbot as representative of the Law Department.

Anthropological Lectures. Considerable enterprise has been shown by the University authorities in securing a course of popular free lectures, to occur in March of the ensuing year. They will be upon the subject of Anthropology.

Eastern colleges are situated in such close proximity to Washington that lectures by government specialists can be secured with but small trouble and outlay. These are, we believe, the first lectures of the kind that have ever been offered by a University. If proper interest is taken in them by the students, more such will undoubtedly follow.

University Extension. The lectures offered by the University Extension department this year has already met with no small degree of success. Every week we see many exchanges complimenting upon the addresses of our professors in various cities of the state. Our cause of success has been the popularity of the lectures themselves. Their reputations precede them. One engagement has usually led to an extended course of lectures. The timeliness of the subjects, and the skillful handling of topics, has won sympathetic audiences whom the professors have been delighted to address.

The University Extension department does much toward fulfilling one of the duties of a University, to aid in some help and encouragement to the many who can never tread the college halls themselves. Not only this, but sympathy with the aims of the University consequent upon a clearly

Overcoats. Those that are right—cut and made right—wearable, fit-able kind-warm overcoats had for the doctor, good for you. Coverts coats in the newest shades.

Coast & Easley
The American Clothing

We Patronize You
In all your enterprises, Journalistic, Athletic, etc. Unless your reasons for sending laundry out of town are good, please consider the above and also the fact that no laundry in Iowa can excel our work.

Kenyon & Hamm
G. O. D. Laund.ry

M. D. Malone, Practical

Cutter and Tailor.

Student Trade Solicited.

The Penatarium

W. V. Burdick, Manager

Will Clean, Press, and Repair all Your Clothes, (Suits, Overcoats, etc,) and Shine Your Shoes whenever You wish for ONE DOLLAR per Month.

DON'T EXPERIMENT—GET THE BEST IN THE FIRST PLACE

The Century

Double-Feed

Fountain Pen

For A 20¢ Cigar Take Swords' Commercio Perfecto.

You are Invited

To Call at

The Athens

Job Office

For the

Best Printing

Student's work a specialty

Lodgework, etc. Please call.

The University is made of the best materials throughout. Is filled with a styro Gold Pen (Jellison Pen) and should last a lifetime.

P. J. KELLOGG, age.

WHEN IN NEED OF A HACK, CALL ON BEN HULL'S CITY HACK LINE!

THE BEST OF SERVICE!

Leave orders with Wisconsin and Forle's Drug Store. Forty and Dollars Call a Specialty

CALL ON BLOOM MAYER FOR CLOTHING AND HATS.
George Walker, a musician in the 5th Iowa, visited a Star last week with Messrs. Schenk and Johnson. Mr. Walker was in the hospital at Des from the return of the regiment until it was mustered out.

The Educational "cheesone" program last Saturday evening was composed of 36 classes. The selections were all good, and well rendered, making one of the most interesting programs of the term.

S. G. Mayer, L. F., and E. F. Nelson, a law student here in '96, formed a law partnership to practice in Winterset, Iowa. Mr. Mayer was defeated in the nomination, and Mr. Nelson in the election, for county attorney of Madison county by Robin, L. '98.

Yale was unanimously from Princeton in a debate last Tuesday night. Yale had the negative of "Resolved, that the United States should annex Cuba."

The Cornellian (versus College) has hitherto been conducted by the four literary societies of the college. It has lately been sold to two students, who will however run the college paper for the comfort of their own pocket books.

In 1867, the total income of the University of Michigan was $423,635, of the University of Wisconsin, $89,267, of the University of Illinois, $399,475; of the University of Ohio, $410,750; of the University of Minnesota, $824,091; of the University of Missouri, $481,777; of the University of Iowa, $148,277; of the University of Nebraska, $105,032—U. of M. Daily.

Philanthropy.

The program was opened with music by Messrs. H. Chambers and J. F. Smith.

Mr. Bowlie then rendered "Young Lochinvar's Ride" in a very pleasing manner.

"A Trip Through the East" was the subject of a speech by H. A. Muehl.

Debate: "Resolved, that the students of American colleges should be allowed to govern themselves." Affirmed by L. Henson and C. L. Lewis.

Denied by J. T. Edson and Jay Smith.

Several of the debaters are from self-governing schools, as they presented their arguments from the standpoint of experience.

The program was closed with an excellent declamation by J. A. Pease.

The program was rather long, but was appreciated.

Co. A. Attention.

Co. A will appear at the armory for pictures for the Annual tomorrow (Wednesday) at 1 o'clock. White gloves. R. E. Swindner, Capt.

Co. D. Attention.

Co. D. will appear at the armory for pictures for the Annual tomorrow (Wednesday) at 1 o'clock. White gloves. W. W. Love, Capt.